Introduction

Fairness Index
In wireless networking domain, generally, fairness is characteristic for beneficial aid distributing or assigning of resources. Where, unfair useful resource assign effect, amongst distinct human beings also can bring about beneficial aid starvation, useful resource loss or unnecessary resource allocation. However fairness in most cases, researched in resource Assigning [1] . Next question that comes in our mind obviously is when unfairness happens than which are the techniques we should perform?
Here x i is the stabilized (normalize) good put (or throughput; which is maximum number of useful bits per second in Kbps) for the i-th TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) scheme and n is the number of links.
Scheduling
Main goal of a Scheduler is to get the optimize allocation of the resources in the units like time, frequency and power etc for the UEs, with satisfying level of QoS. "Scheduling means if you have number of resources and you have to decide that how to distribute them in different active users for their QoS requirements". Scheduler exists in the Base Station. It controls the assigning of RBs among Users with the defending of intra-cell interference. For different networks there are different schedulers [11, 12, 13] . List of schedulers is provided in figure 3 . Packet scheduler's job is the use of different sources of information to allocate resources and coordinate activities, so that interference can be avoided. It also has the freedom of controlling the allocation of resources in time, frequency and power domains.
This isn't researched in detail. Typically, researchers centered on measuring the fairness in resource allocations. Devising strategies to mitigate unfairness is also a critical element of fairness. Unfairness occurs Once, then there are sorts of techniques that should be perform at the same time [2, 3] :
• Balancing entities which are dealt with unfairly in the prior resource assignment turn period. By using some way entities damages are focused within modern-day spherical for assignments.
• To attain the fairness again, regulate the assignment of resources, in favor of the people handled unfairly with no any settlement.
Fairness Types
If we focus on targeted fairness, it strives to get fair distribution of resources on the other hand resultant fairness proclaims for fair use.
Short-period fairness concentrates on just resource allocation for an awful short period of time. In other way, calculation of the fairness is happened at some specified instants. Quite the reverse, long-period fairness finds the assigning of resource designed for an extended duration of time (otherwise till end of time duration). But it is very hard to guarantee the short-period fairness with rare resources, when various individuals are striving for long-term measurements.
If we talk in sense of the system and individual, then Fairness is assumed on both stages. The system fairness focuses on the whole fairness surrounded by every user in the system. On the other hand, individual fairness specifies that either any individual user is acted equally by the system or not? [4] 1.3 Utility Sign of utility might denote performance or efficiency in major circumstances and situations. For example, this is frequently merely classified as throughput, latency and additional performance factors. In this paper, the word "utility" denotes the metric that could point out either the resource assigning assure an entity or not? From performance index Utility was generally transformed, not including the fairness [5] .
Following 3 terms utility, fairness and resource assigning are dissimilar to each other:
This is proved that; in resource allocation utility is a basic rule. Guarantee the reasonable fairness is an additional necessary rule for allocation. Thus, resource allocation is the achievement though fairness and utility. Limiting the allocation is done by these two rules (utility and fairness) [6] .
Fairness Index Measures: Jain's Fairness Index
Expression for Fairness Index measure, is given below [1] (
Performance Investigation Parameter Value
No. of Cells 1 
Methodology
We have performed simulations on a simulator known as LTE-Simulator; which is an open source frame work. We run simulations for major six existing schedulers to check throughput, spectral efficiency, PLR and fairness. Here we checked the best scheduler for each environment.
Results
Graphs for 3kmph Here MLWDF has maximum fairness average till and decreases as users increase. EXPPF has highest fairness peaks. As the number of user increases, fairness decreases for all schedulers and also fluctuates. For OPTEXP maximum fairness is 48.75% (or 0.487 fairness Index.
Here in this case; PF has maximum PLR. OPTEXP has highest performance, because it has least PLR. As the number of user increases PLR also increases.
In this case; PF has minimum PLR. MLWDF has highest PLR average. As the number of user increases; PLR decreases.
Here in this scenario; PF has minimum throughput. And throughput fluctuates as users increase. OPTEXP has highest throughput average.
Here PF has maximum throughput. And throughput increases as users increase. MLWDF has highest throughput average.
Graphs for 30kmph
Here PF has least fairness and OPTEXP has highest fairness. As the number of user increases; fairness decreases for all schedulers.
Here MLWDF has maximum fairness till 50 users. MLWDF has highest fairness average. As the number of users increases, fairness fluctuates for all schedulers.
In this case; PF has minimum PLR. OPTEXP has highest PLR average, because it has maximum PLR. As the number of user increases; PLR decreases.
Here PF has minimum throughput of 10 users till 50 users. And throughput fluctuates as users increase. OPTEXP has highest throughput average.
Here in this scenario; PF has maximum throughput from 10 users till 50 users. And throughput increases as users increase. OPTEXP has maximum throughput of 0.45 Mbps for 50 users. 
Summary of Results
Summary
The 3GPP LTE goals intend to get highest data speed, spectral elasticity with faultless mobility and improved QoS above a whole IP system. In this project, we have performed some scheduling algorithms for LTE Advanced networks. By scheduling algorithms we distribute radio resources. Between UEs in well-organized method to improve the fairness of system. Finally we investigate the performance of different scheduling algorithms for macro environment. We also summarized the results for different environments.
